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 Editor’s Note 
Winter appears to be winding down, so it is time to get out the scopes and the binocs and 

the cameras and start thinking about checking out the Skies of Spring! 
CAA has some interesting programs coming up during the next few months. This month, 

we helped the Avon Schools with their Science Night (March 9). We also will have some very 
interesting speakers who will be informing and entertaining us at our monthly meetings. And in 
August, we will be showing up at a number of locations to enjoy a total eclipse of the sun!

Please keep sending in your own pics and thoughts!  Any suggestions for new features?  I 
am thinking of adding a MEMBERS’ COMMENTS section, so if you have a comment, please send 
it directly to my personal email: camtimothy@aol.com.  Put “CAA Comment” in the subject box! 

We knew that this was a big universe. Scientists in 2016 have concluded that it is even 
bigger than we thought!  Trillions of galaxies, trillions of trillions of stars, and who knows how 
many extraterrestrial astronomy clubs looking up (down?) at us!  Awesome!  
Keep looking up! 
Tim Campbell, Editor 

***** 

 

http://www.cuyastro.org/
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 News Notes for March 
 
From President Bill Murmann: 

 
I’d like to welcome Trent Gerling as our new secretary.  Trent volunteered to fill a vacancy and 

to serve as club secretary after our February meeting.  I have appointed him under the provisions of our 
club bylaws regarding filling vacancies among our executive officers. 
 Many thanks to Trent and to our treasurer Ron Palcic for stepping forward and volunteering to 
serve our club by becoming executive officers!  We now have a full complement of officers and at-large 
board members. 
 Avon Science Night.  We had a enjoyable and fun Science Night program at Avon Heritage 
Middle School on Thursday, March 9.  Thanks to Tim Campbell, Nora Mishey, Suzie Dills, Steve & 
Gail Korylak, and Kai Getrost who joined me to help support this annual program for middle school 
children. 
 Thank You!  A big thank you to Kai Getrost and Suzie Dills for volunteering to represent our 
club by giving astronomy presentations for two private groups. 

Kai gave a presentation for a group of children and adults from Temple Beth Shalom who were 
staying at Punderson State Park. 

Suzie gave an astronomy presentation for a group of children and adults from Medina’s Highland 
School District as part of their preparation for a science competition. 

I received e-mails from both groups thanking the club and thanking Kai and Suzie for the great 
job they did. 

Many Requests.  So far I have received a number of requests to present astronomy programs, 
including requests from the Cleveland Museum of Natural History, and from the Parma branch and 
Beachwood branch libraries of the Cuyahoga County Library System. 

There is a limit to what we can do, of course, but we will try to honor these requests as best we 
can. 

Summer Programs.  In the meantime, warm weather is almost here with the start of our 
summer astronomy activities.  In addition to our annual programs for the Medina County Park District, 
we are working on a Summer Solstice program at Lakewood City Park, and a Solar Eclipse program at 
Edgewater Metropark. 

Let’s hope we have clear skies for all our events this summer.  Best wishes!—Bill Murmann. 
 

  
 
 

 
 
 
 

*   *   *  
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 CAA Membership Form 
2017 Cuyahoga Astronomical Association Membership Form 

  

Date: __/__/__ 

Name:________________________________________________________Address:______________________________________________________ 

City:_____________________________ State:__ ______ Zip Code: ________ 

Phone:_________________ E-Mail:¬_________________________________ 

 

MAY WE PUBLISH YOUR PHONE (Y/N) AND/OR 

E-MAIL (Y/N) IN OUR MEMBERSHIP LISTING? 

 

Membership Level: __ $10 Student  __ $25 Individual __ $30 Family        $___.__ 

 

The CAA Newsletter, The Observer, is available free of charge on our website, 

www.cuyastro.org. For a hard copy mailed to you, please include $15.00        $___.__ 

 

Magazine Subscriptions: 

PLEASE INCLUDE YOUR SUBSCRIPTION NUMBER IF RENEWING 

 

Astronomy Magazine – 12 Issues at $34.00           $___.__ 

__ New Subscription  __ Renewing Subscription Number ____________ 

 

Sky & Telescope – 12 Issues at $32.95     $___.__ 

__ New Subscription  __ Renewing Subscription Number ____________ 

 

The Observer’s Handbook 2017* – $26.95 each 

From the Royal Astronomical Society of Canada.                                        $ ___.__ 

 

*The cutoff date for ordering The Observer’s Handbook 2016 is strictly December 19, 2016 at the Christmas Party.  Any money received after this date will 
be refunded.  As always, the P.O. Box will be checked before final payment is sent out. 

 

 TOTAL AMOUNT ENCLOSED: $___.__  

 

Please make all checks payable to: Cuyahoga Astronomical Association 

      P.O. Box 868 

      North Olmsted, OH 44070 

Club Use Only: 

Received: 

Cash/Check# ______ 
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 CAA CALENDAR OF EVENTS 
 

LETHA HOUSE PROGRAMS FOR 2017 
 
 We have six public star parties planned at Letha House for the Medina County Park 
District in 2017.  The dates are: 
 --Saturday, May 27.  This will be a “Telescope Night” program starting at 8 p.m.  The 
public will be invited to bring their telescopes for help from CAA members in learning how to 
use them. 
 --Saturday, June 3, public star party starting at 9 p.m. 
 --Saturday, July 29, public star party starting at 9 p.m. 
 --Saturday, August 26, public star party starting at 9 p.m. 
 --Saturday, September 9, public star party starting at 8 p.m. 
 --Saturday, October 7, public star party starting at 8 p.m. 
 
 
 
Please note: 
 
In order to prevent a conflict with the solar eclipse this coming August, we have 
changed the date for our 2017 Annual Convention to Saturday, September 16 at Letha 
House. 
 
This will be a Moonless night with the Sun setting at 7:34 p.m., so there should be 
plenty of time for observing during the evening. 
 
--Bill 
  CAA President 
 

 

Speakers Scheduled for 2017 
 

March 13, 2017 

Matt Franduto, CAA Club Member 

"Arizona: Two Observatories and Two Holes in the Ground" 
or 
What do Kitt and Lowell Observatories have in common with Meteor Crater, and Grand 
Canyon? 
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Club member and astrophotographer, Matt Franduto took a trip to Arizona and visited
two observatories and two large and famous depressions in the earth! His 
talk will be about these fascinating locations! 
  
April 10, 2017 
  
Steve Gallant, CAA Member 
"The Martians are Coming! - Astronomical Hoaxes and Panics."  
Club member Steve Gallant will discuss some of the great astronomical hoaxes, 
including the famous H.G. Wells "WAR OF THE WORLDS" radio broadcast of 1938! 
 
May 8, 2017 
Dave Watkins, CAA Member and Astrophotography Enthusiast 
“Solar and Planetary Imaging” 
From acquiring the images to final processing, club member Dave Watkins will walk 
us through the entire process! Types of cameras, how to attach to your telescope, and 
the software (often free!) for capturing, sorting, stacking, and sharpening! 
 
June 12, 2017 
CAA Annual Telescope Show and Tell.   
This presentation will feature various club members showing and discussing the 
telescopes they own and use.  This “show and tell” will be ideal for beginners and 
those who would like to own a telescope, but are not sure what type would be best for 
them! 
 
 

***** 
 

 
Our observatory is located in the Medina County Park District's Letha House Park, 
5800 Richman Rd., Chatham Twp. OH 44256. 
 

 

 Highlights of our March Skies 
 Our thanks to Sky & Telescope magazine and to Orion Telescopes & Binoculars for this brief list of 
what-to-see in February. —by Bill Murmann. 

Dying Stars—Stars eventually grow old and die.  Winter provides an opportunity for us to see two 
naked-eye stars sinking into old age.  Betelgeuse in the constellation Orion and Aldebaran in the 
constellation Taurus are two examples of aging stars.  Betelgeuse is a red super giant that is destined to 
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become a supernova.  Aldebaran the eye of Taurus the Bull is a orange-red giant that will end as a 
planetary nebula.  Enjoy them while you can.  In a few million years, they will be gone. 
 Large Triangle—Just after sunset on March 29, the new crescent Moon will form a large triangle 
with Mars and Mercury near the horizon.  Mercury should be visible naked-eye, but binoculars will help 
show it off. 
 Far, Far Away—If you have a good 4.5-inch or larger scope, see if you can spot globular cluster 
NGC 2419 in the constellation Lynx.  NGC 2419 was once known as the “Intergalactic Wanderer” 
because it is almost 300,000 light years from the center of our galaxy.  The cluster, which is part of the 
Milky Way’s galactic halo, contains about one million stars spread across a distance of 400 light years. 
 Orion Nebula—March will still be a good time to see the constellation Orion and the famous 
Orion Nebula.  After March, Orion will sink lower and lower in the west until it is no longer visible. 
 Galaxies Galore—By about 9 p.m. throughout March, Ursa Major, Leo, and the western edge of 
the Virgo Galaxy Cluster are high enough in the eastern sky to yield great views with a big telescope.  
With an 8-inch or larger scope, look for M81 and M82 just above the Big Dipper.  Look east of Regulus 
in Leo for M65 and M66.  And in the northeastern sky find M51, the famous Whirlpool Galaxy. 
 Wide Field Objects—If you have astronomy binoculars, or a wide field scope on low power, 
look for great views of Pleiades in the constellation Taurus, the Beehive Cluster in Cancer, and the 
Double Cluster in Perseus. 
 Gigante Rossa—The term “red giant” sounds a bit exotic and romantic in another language.  
The carbon star W Orionis in the constellation Orion is a beautiful drop of red in the night sky.  It’s an 
example of an aging star that has dredged up carbon from its interior into its atmosphere, where it absorbs 
blue light and makes the star look red.  W Orionis can be found at RA 05h 05m 23.71 and  DEC+01 d 
10`39.5. 
 Start of Spring—The Sun will reach its March equinox on March 20, marking the start of spring 
in the Northern Hemisphere and the start of autumn in Southern Hemisphere. 
 
 
  

*   *   * 
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Club Members Photo Gallery 

 
 

From Dave Watkins 
Thought I found the comet at about 1:15AM this morning, I actually did,  

but I just didn't see it in the frame?  What I saw was this tiny thing  
with a tail on the edge of the frame, so I centered on it (thinking it  
was odd that the scale for the comet didn't seem quite right).  It is  

actually NGC4676, two colliding spiral galaxies about 300 million light  
years away!  If you do a Google search, the Hubble has a much better  

image.  This is just a single raw unprocessed 4 minute exposure from the  
ATIK camera on my Celestron EdgeHD 8" scope. 
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From Matt Franduto: 

 

 

Fan Favorite: M42, The Orion Nebula 
 

 

Nearby star: AKA Sol! 
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Another from Dave Watkins 

 
M-82 “The Cigar Galaxy” 

Captured Saturday night/Sunday Morning from my driveway in light  
polluted Cuyahoga Falls.  Yeah, I passed on the Aldebaran Occultation. 

Camera: ATIK460EX mono cooled 
Telescope: Celestron EdgeHD 8" with 0.7 Reducer 

4 hours Hydrogen Alpha 
40 minutes each of Red, Green, Blue 

6 hours total 
 

Technical difficulties after the meridian flip.  The camera hit the leg  
of the tripod during the capture of the Blue filter images.  I lost a  

lot of time re-positioning the mount and the camera and finding another  
guide star, so I never did get my luminance images.  I ended up  

capturing my flat files as the sun was coming up! 
 

Dave Watkins 

 Miscellaneous Astronomy 

Free Astronomy Webinar March 15—The Wrong Stuff 
 
 The NASA/JPL Night Sky Network will offer a free live webinar for CAA and other 
member clubs at 9 p.m. on Wednesday, March 15. 
 Space history author Amy Shira Teitel will discuss “The Wrong Stuff: NASA and the 13 
Mercury Women Astronauts.”  In 1962, thirteen women qualified as Mercury astronauts, but the 
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social landscape of the 1960s kept them out of the spacecraft. 
 Ms. Teitel will discuss the experiences and challenges faced by these early female 
astronauts during the webinar, which can be viewed on our home computers using a link that will 
be provided to CAA members through our private e-mail system. 

 Citizen Science—Help Find Planet 9 

 
 Astronomers are seeking citizen scientists to help find “Planet 9,” a mysterious, unseen planet 
about 10 times larger than Earth believed to be hidden in our solar system far out beyond the orbit of 
Pluto. 
 Caltech astronomers have found indirect evidence for the existence of this planet based on the 
orbital characteristics of Kuiper Belt objects that seem to be affected by a massive object somewhere in 
the far reaches of the solar system. 
 Astronomers are using the same “flipbook” technique to search for Planet 9 that Clyde Tombaugh 
used to discover Pluto in 1930. 

Citizen science volunteers will use brief “flipbook” movies taken by NASA’s WISE infrared 
satellite to look for faint spots moving against background stars. 

One of these moving spots could be Planet 9, or possibly a newly discovered brown dwarf star 
that would be an exciting discovery of its own. The infrared “flipbook” movies will be downloaded to 
volunteers’ computers for examination. 

CAA members who might be interested in helping to search for Planet 9 can get further 
information at www.zooniverse.org/projects/marckuchner/backyard-worlds-planet-9.  

 

Secretary’s Report 
Cuyahoga Astronomical Association Meeting 

February 13, 2017 

6:30 p.m. 

Board Meeting: The club insurance has been settled for the next three years at a fixed rate of 
$1,098/yr. This will be an increase of $224/yr. The renewal date has also been changed to Jan 1st to 
coincide with the Park observing permits. Ron Palcic has agreed to resign as Secretary and assume the 
position of Treasurer. New brochures will need to be ordered. Currently each brochure costs the club 
$1each to print. Options will be explored to reduce cost. Jay Reynolds reports Edgewater Park (lower 
section) has been secured for the CAA Eclipse Party on Aug 21st from 10:00 am till 4:00 pm. CAA has 
been invited to participate in the City of Lakewood Summer Solstice Party on June 21st from 6:00 pm till 
sunset. Avon Lake School will be having their Science Night on March 9th from 6-8 pm.  The Medina 
School Science Olympiad was discussed. Suzie Dills will get in touch with her contact for more details 
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concerning cloudy weather, etc. Jay Reynolds would like to get the 8” telescope up and running this 
year. Funds have been appropriated and further discussions will ensue. CAA will continue its 
membership with the Dark Sky Association. 

Presentation: NASA research scientist Bryan Palaszewski gave an informative presentation entitled: 
“NASA and the Hubble Space Telescope.” 

After the break President Bill Murmann called the business meeting to order. 

Treasurer’s Report:  We have $8,455.25 and $424.49 in cash, for a total of $8,879.74. 

Secretary’s Report: The minutes were approved as published in The Observer.   

President’s Report:  Ron Palcic was appointed to the position of Treasurer which currently leaves the 
Secretary position open. Anyone wishing to fill the vacancy please contact Bill Murmann. The club’s 
bank account will be changed to require two signatures to write a check. The Treasurer’s and the 
President’s (in his absence the Vice President’s) signatures will be required. This is to protect the club 
and Treasurer. The club liability insurance has been negotiated to a three year fixed rate of $1098/yr. 
This is an increase of $244/yr. The policy renewal date has been changed to Jan 1 to coincide with the 
Cleveland and Medina Park’s observing permit renewal dates. Since Medina County Parks owns the 
observatory bldg. which is covered by their insurance, only the equipment in the observatory will be 
covered by the club’s insurance. Our first public star party will be May 27th at Letha House. The NASA 
Night Sky Network will provide webinar Wed Feb 15th at 9:00 pm titled “Astronomy from the 
Stratosphere, The Sofia Project.” A link will be posted via email. Thursday March 9th the Avon Middle 
School (35575 Detroit Rd) will conduct Science Night from 6-8 pm. A sign-up sheet will be available 
following the meeting. The annual convention will be held Sat Sept 16th at Letha House. 

Vice President’s Report:  March 14th - Club member Matt Franduto will talk about what the Kitt and 
Lowell Observatories have in common with Meteor Crater and the Grand Canyon. April 10th    - Club 
member Steve Gallant will present a talk entitled “The Martians are Coming – Astronomical Hoaxes and 
Panics.” May 8th - Club member Dave Watkins will present “Solar and Planetary Imaging.” June 12th - 
Will be the club’s “Annual Telescope Show and Tell.” 

Library Committee Report:  No library committee activity at this time.  

Observatory Report: Edgewater Park (lower section) has been secured for the CAA Eclipse Party on 
Aug 21st from 10:00 am to 4:00 pm. Volunteers will be solicited. 

Old Business: None 

New Business: None 

Observations:  Steve Korylak observed the International Space Station flyover. 

The meeting was brought to a close by President Bill Murmann. 

Ron Palcic, Secretary  
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 Treasurer’s Report 
 
CAA Financial Report Feb-17 
Beginning Bank Bal. 8,455.25 
Beginning Petty Cash 401.19 
Total Beginning Cash 8,856.44 
  
Income - Bank  
Memberships 150.00 
Interest 0.07 
  
Income - Petty Cash  
Donations 30.23 
Membership 60.00 
  
Expenses - Bank  
Annual Insurance 953.00 
International Dark Sky 
Association 

50.00 

Observer Handbook 260.33 
  
Expenses - Petty Cash  
Refreshments 21.00 
  
Net Bank 7,341.99 
Net Petty Cash 470.42 
Net Cash 7,812.41 
  
  

Ron Palcic, Treasurer 

 

 

 

 

 

 

  



 

 

Club Contacts 
 

President: 
Bill Murmann 440-572-0464
 murmann@sbcglobal.net 
Vice President and Newsletter Editor: 
Tim Campbell 216-316-7829 
 camtimothy@aol.com 
Treasurer: Ron Palcic 330-336-8286  
 thematrix@neo.rr.com  
Secretary: Trent Gerling 407-883-6597 
CAA Webmaster: 
Jim Guilford 440-877-0372
 guilford.james@gmail.com 
 
Members at Large: 
Dave Nuti (216) 502-1706
 working212@sbcglobal.net 
Jay Reynolds 216-650-0872
 jay52757@yahoo.com 

Bob Wiersma (440) 409-1468
 rrw28141@gmail.com 
Observatory Director: 
Jay Reynolds 216-650-0872
 jay52757@yahoo.com 
 
 

mailto:guilford.james@gmail.com
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